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Abstract
We study the problem of synthesizing controllers for discrete event systems in a branching time
framework. We use a class of labelled transition systems to model both plants and speci,cations.
We use ,rst simulations and later bisimulations to capture the role of a controller; the controlled
behaviour of the plant should be related via a simulation (bisimulation) to the speci,cation. For
both simulations and bisimulations we show that the problem of checking if a pair of ,nite
transition systems – one modelling the plant and the other the speci,cation – admits a controller
is decidable in polynomial time. We also show that the size of the controller, if one exists, can
be bounded by a polynomial in the sizes of the plant and the speci,cation and can be e0ectively
constructed in polynomial time. Finally, we prove that in the case of simulations, the problem
of checking for the existence of a controller is undecidable in a natural concurrent setting.
c© 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction
We study the problem of synthesizing controllers for discrete event systems. In
informal terms, one is given an open discrete event system called a plant which consists
of a system and its environment. One then speci,es the desired patterns of interaction
between the system and its environment. The problem then is to ,nd a controller which
will restrict the behaviour of the plant in such a way that the controlled behaviour meets
the speci,cation. Two characteristic features of the controller are that it is allowed to
restrict only the actions of the system – and not those of the environment – and that
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it should not introduce any fresh deadlocks. Typical questions that arise are
• Given ,nite descriptions of the plant and the speci,cation is it decidable that there
exists a controller ?
• In case there is a controller is it always the case that there is a ,nite controller?
• How big need the controller be – in case it exists – relative to the sizes of the plant
and the speci,cation?
A substantial amount of knowledge is available about this problem in the linear time
framework. Here the behaviour of the plant will consist of LP , a suitable collection
of (,nite or in,nite) sequences. One then speci,es the desired behaviour by another
collection of sequences LS . The problem then is to come up with a controller such
that LPC ⊆LS where LPC is the constrained language generated by the plant–controller
combination.
This line of work goes back to a realization problem formulated by Church [6],
later solved elegantly by BFuchi and Landweber [5]. During the past decade there has
been a vigorous revival of this area both from computer science and control-theoretic
perspectives. For the computer science literature we refer the reader to [27, 28] and
the references therein. As for the control-theoretic Havoured works, starting from [29],
various problems associated with partial observability, controllability and hierarchical
control have been addressed as evidenced in [14, 13, 15, 32].
In the present work, the key point of departure is that we study the controller synthe-
sis problem in a branching time setting. Our main motivation is to admit speci,cation
mechanisms that are more Hexible than the automata-theoretic means adopted in the
linear time framework. We uniformly describe both plants and speci,cations as cer-
tain kinds of labelled transition systems. We then advocate the use of simulations and
bisimulations to capture the requirement that the plant–controller combination meets its
speci,cation. As a result, behavioural properties that can be only stated in a branching
time setting become available as speci,cations (see [20]). A typical example of such
a property is the existence of a home state: there is a home state H which can be
(potentially) reached from every intermediate state of every computation.
As for related work, the synthesis problem has been studied in a branching time
setting using the failure semantics model of processes [25, 26]. A pre-order relates the
behaviour of the plant–controller to the speci,cation. However their setup is very dif-
ferent. In their setting, the nondeterminism arises due to abstraction and not due to the
hiding of the environment’s actions. Consequently, their controllers cannot distinguish
between the nondeterministic choices made in the plant. In our setting the nondeter-
minism (on the labels of events) is purely due to the hiding of the environment’s
responses and the controller can discern between the nondeterministic choices made.
A nice feature of [26] is that it deals with partial descriptions via the use of internal
events. Extension of our work to handle partial descriptions is yet to be achieved. Yet
another piece of related work is [1] where the branching time temporal logic CTL
is used for speci,cations. The notion of a controller is however quite weak in that
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controllers are required to be memoryless. Further, the emphasis is on complexity-
theoretic lower and upper bounds.
There is a neighbouring body of work (see for instance [9, 18]) which has a simi-
lar Havour as the controller synthesis problem and uses techniques similar to those we
discuss in this paper. This body of work has to do with equation solving in a process al-
gebraic domain. The simplest problem setting is one where one is given a system A and
a speci,cation B both presented as terms in a process algebra, say CCS. The problem is
to come up with a CCS term X such that A|X is bisimilar to B. To consider an extreme
example, suppose A is the process nil which does nothing. Then X =B will be accepted
as solution to the equation A|X =B. Thus, the crucial di0erence between the work re-
ported here and the work on equation solving in process algebras is that our controllers
– unlike the unknown term X in the process algebra setting – can only restrict the
behaviour of the plant; it is not allowed to contribute any new behavioural possibilities.
Finally, the sequence of results concerning module checking reported in [16, 17] has
a bearing on our work. In particular, it suggests an important and nontrivial extension.
It will be convenient to discuss this in more detail in the concluding section.
In the next section we formulate the model of a plant using transition systems with
two layers of labelling on the transitions. This turns out to be a convenient way of
capturing the usual two-person game associated with the plant as well as the plant–
controller interaction. We use the same class of transition systems to capture speci,ca-
tions. We then de,ne simulations which are behaviour preserving homomorphisms, in
the usual way. A controller is then required to restrict the system’s actions so that the
restricted behaviour of the plant can be related to the speci,cation via a simulation. We
advocate simulations because they are a good starting point for this study of branching
time speci,cations. They can be used to capture restricted kinds of safety properties.
For a detailed survey of simulations as speci,cations we refer the reader to the paper
by Lynch and Vaandrager [20].
An important lesson derived from existing literature is that a richer class of con-
trollers can be obtained by allowing the controller to make use of memory of the past
to achieve its goal. Hence, we demand that a controller should be such that the unfold-
ing of the plant–controller combination is related to the (unfolding of the) speci,cation
via a simulation. Clearly, the set of possible domains of such simulations is an in,-
nite collection of in,nite objects even when both the plant and speci,cation are ,nite
objects. Consequently the task of deciding the existence of a controller is not trivial.
In Sections 3 and 4 we show that the problem of deciding if a pair of ,nite systems
(a plant and a speci,cation) admits a controller is decidable in time which is poly-
nomial in the sizes of the plant and speci,cation. We also show that the size of the
controller, whenever one exists, can be bounded from above by a similar polynomial.
A point worth noting here is our transition systems are deterministic with respect to
an alphabet of events. But the events will have an additional layer of action labels
and the simulations are required to preserve only action labels. Consequently the do-
main of a simulation, relative to the action labels will be, in all nontrivial instances,
nondeterministic.
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In Section 5 we extend the techniques of the previous two sections to tackle the
case of bisimulations. To our knowledge, bisimulations have never been considered as
a speci,cation mechanism in the supervisory control problem, though it has been used
as a technique to solve the classical controller synthesis problem [3]. Surprisingly, the
time complexity and the size of the controller (when one exists) still have polynomial
upper bounds. It turns out that a crucial computational step in the decision procedure
can be eLciently reduced to a maximal matching problem which is known to be
solvable in polynomial time [7].
In Section 6 we enrich our transition systems with some concurrency information in a
standard way [31]. We then show that in this richer setting, the problem of determining
if there is a controller such that the unfolding of the plant–controller combination can
be related to the speci,cation via a simulation is undecidable. (The undecidability result
reported in [28] is quite far removed from the present setting.) At present we do not
know if our undecidability result goes through in the presence of bisimulations, though
a recent result [11] suggests that this might be the case, as we will explain in the
conclusion.
2. The model
It will be convenient to work with deterministic transition systems that have an
additional layer of labelling. Through the rest of the paper we ,x a ,nite set of labels
 and let a; b range over .
Denition 2.1. A -labelled deterministic transition system is a structure TS = (Q; E;
T; qin ; ’) where
• Q is a set of states.
• E is a set of events.
• T ⊆Q×E×Q is a deterministic transition relation. In other words, if (q; e; q′)∈T
and (q; e; q′′)∈T then q′= q′′.
• qin ∈Q is the initial state.
• ’ :E−→ is a labelling function.
We use T to denote the set of transitions instead of the usual notation −→ be-
cause the simulation maps we consider will operate on both states and transitions. Let
t=(q; e; q′)∈T . We will often write q−e→ q′ instead of (q; e; q′)∈T . Sometimes we
shall write q−ea→ q′ to indicate that ’(e)= a. Abusing notation ’(ev(t)) will be short-
ened to ’(t). In all such cases the concerned transition system will be clear from the
context.
From now, we shall refer to -labelled deterministic transition systems as just tran-
sition systems.
Let TS=(Q; E; T; qin ; ’) be a transition system. When viewed as the model of a
system–environment combination, E will represent the environment actions and  the
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actions of the system. The occurrence of the transition q−ea→ q′ is to be viewed as
the system o0ering to perform an a-action and the environment choosing the speci,c
(a-labelled) event e as its matching response. There could be more than one a-labelled
event enabled at q for the environment to choose from. We note also that it could
be the case that q−ea→ q′ and q−e
′
b→ q′. Thus, the environment could choose the same
response – in terms of the change produced in the global state – to two di0erent actions
a and b of the system. This way of describing the system–environment interaction is
taken from [2]. In the present setting this will be easier to work with than the usual
one in which the system moves and environment moves explicitly alternate [30].
We shall model both plants and speci,cations as transition systems. The controlled
behaviour of a plant will be related to its speci,cation by a simulation.
Denition 2.2. Let TSp=(Qp; Ep; Tp; q
p
in ; ’p) and TSs=(Qs; Es; Ts; q
s
in ; ’s) be a pair of
transition systems. Then a simulation f from TSp to TSs – denoted f :TSp→TSs –
is a map f :Qp ∪Tp→Qs ∪Ts with f(Qp)⊆Qs and f(Tp)⊆Ts such that the following
conditions are satis,ed:
(i) f(qpin)= q
s
in.
(ii) Suppose t=(q1; e; q2)∈Tp and f(t)= (q′1; e′; q′2). Then f(q1)= q′1 and f(q2)= q′2
and ’p(e)=’s(e′).
Thus a simulation is just a structure preserving homomorphism. Given two transition
systems TS1 and TS2 we will say that TS1 and TS2 are isomorphic in case there is
a simulation f :TS1→TS2 such that f :Q1 ∪T1→Q2 ∪T2 is a bijection with Qi(Ti)
being the set of states (transitions) of TSi for i=1; 2.
The notion of the controlled behaviour of a plant meeting its speci,cation via a
simulation will be de,ned at the level of unfoldings. As we point out later this will
permit a larger class of contollers.
Denition 2.3. Let TS=(Q; E; T; qin ; ’) be a transition system. Then Uf(TS), the
unfolding of TS is the structure T̂S=(Qˆ; Eˆ; Tˆ ; qˆin ; ’ˆ) where Qˆ⊆Q×E∗; Eˆ⊆E and
Tˆ ⊆ Qˆ× Eˆ× Qˆ are the least sets satisfying
(i) (qin ; );∈ Qˆ.
(ii) Suppose (q; )∈ Qˆ and (q; e; q′)∈T . Then (q′; e)∈ Qˆ; e∈ Eˆ and ((q; ); e;
(q′; e))∈ Tˆ .
Further, qˆin = (qin ; ) and ’ˆ is ’ restricted to Eˆ.
It is easy to check that T̂S is a deterministic -labelled transition system. We could
have de,ned Qˆ in terms of E∗ alone but the present formulation will be easier to work
with.
Finally, the controlled behaviour of a plant will be obtained by taking the (synchro-
nized) product of the plant and a controller.
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Denition 2.4. Let TSi =(Qi; Ei; Ti; qiin ; ’i); i=1; 2 be a pair of transition systems.
Then the product of TS1 and TS2 – denoted TS1‖TS2 – is the structure TS=(Q; E; T;
qin ; ’) where Q=Q1×Q2 and E=E1 ∪E2 and T is the least subset of Q×E×Q
satisfying
• Suppose (q1; q2)∈Q and (q1; e; q′1)∈T1 with e ∈E2.
Then ((q1; q2); e; (q′1; q2))∈T .
• Suppose (q1; q2)∈Q and (q2; e; q′2)∈T2 and e ∈E1.
Then ((q1; q2); e; (q1; q′2))∈T .
• Suppose (q1; q2)∈Q and (q1; e; q′1)∈T1 and (q2; e; q′2)∈T2 with ’1(e)=’2(e). Then
((q1; q2); e; (q′1; q
′
2))∈T .
Further, qin = (q1in ; q
2
in) and ’ :E1 ∪E2→ is given by ’(e)=’1(e) if e∈E1 and
’(e)=’2(e) if e∈E2\E1.
Again it is easy to check that TS1‖TS2 is also a deterministic -labelled transition
system. We are now ready to de,ne controllers. As it will turn out, the plant–controller
interaction will be a much tighter version of the product operation.
In de,ning the notion of a controller and elsewhere we will make use of the notion
of reachable states. In other words, given a transition system TS=(Q; E; T; qin ; ’) we
will say q∈Q is reachable from qin if q= qin or there exists a non-null sequence of
states q0q1 : : : qn with q0 = qin and qn= q and for 06i¡n, ∃e. (qi; e; qi+1)∈T .
Denition 2.5. Let TSx =(Qx; Ex; Tx; qxin ; ’x); x∈{p; c; s} be three transition systems.
Then TSc is a controller for the pair (TSp;TSs) i0 the following conditions are satis,ed:
Let TSp‖TSc =(Q; E; T; qin ; ’):
(CT1) Ec =Ep and ’c =’p.
(CT2) Suppose (q1p; q
1
c) is reachable from the initial state in TSp‖TSc and ((q1p; q1c); e;
(q2p; q
2
c))∈T and (q1p; e′; q3p)∈Tp with ’p(e)=’p(e′). Then there exists q3c ∈Qc such
that ((q1p; q
1
c); e
′; (q3p; q
3
c))∈T (and hence (q1c ; e′; q3c)∈Tc).
(CT3) Suppose (q1p; q
1
c) is reachable from the initial state in TSp‖TSc and (q1p; e; q2p)∈
Tp. Then there exists e′ ∈Ep and q3p ∈Qp and q3c ∈Qc such that ((q1p; q1c); e′;
(q3p; q
3
c))∈T:
(CT4) There is a simulation from Uf(TSp‖TSc) to Uf(TSs).
Condition (CT1) demands that the plant and the controller be tightly coupled. There
are no “autonomous” transitions either for the plant or for the controller. Condition
(CT2) says that TSc should restrict only the system moves. If at a reachable state
it permits one a-move then it should permit all a-moves. Condition (CT3) requires
that the controller should be nonblocking. Stated diferently, the controller should not
introduce any new deadlocks in the constrained plant behaviour. This condition also
ensures that the problem does not degenerate, as otherwise there is always a controller
which restricts all system moves and satis,es the speci,cation.
The role of (CT4) should be clear. It says that the speci,cation must be able to
simulate the controlled plant. This basically means that we can cater for simple safety
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properties. We could have de,ned the simulation direction the other way, i.e. demand
that the controlled plant must be able to simulate the speci,cation. This will be a natural
way to capture liveness properties. However, in the controller synthesis problem for
such speci,cations, the notion becomes very weak because the controller will have no
useful role to play. It is easy to see that if the plant does not satisfy the speci,cation
then no pruning of its behaviour (by a controller) will satisfy it.
In formulating (CT4), we could have used TSs instead of Uf(TSs). The choice of
the latter is for the sake of uniformity. We note that due to the deterministic event-
based transition relation, the controller can record the history of the plant as a sequence
of events. It can then use this record to determine the current state of plant and act
accordingly.
We have de,ned the goal of the controller to be able to restrict the plant such that
there is a simulation function from the unfolding of the plant–controller combination
to the unfolding of the speci,cation. We could have instead required that there be
simulation relation between the plant–controller pair (not its unfolding) and the spec-
i,cation. Though this would have been the more conventional route to take, we have
chosen to take the present route because we feel that it is more transparent, especially
in bringing out the role of the memory used by the controller. Moeover, our notion
extends naturally to the concurrent setting considered in Section 6. In this extended
setting the existence of a simulation function between the unfoldings of two transition
systems does not imply the existence of a corresponding simulation relation between
the two transition systems.
Example 2.6.
It is easy to see that TS1c is a controller for the pair (TS
1
p ;TS
1
s ).
Example 2.7.
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Again it is easy to see that TS2c is a “trivial” controller for the pair (TS
2
p ;TS
2
s ).
The point here is that it will not be a controller, if in De,nition 2.5, we had replaced
(CT4) by
(CT4′) There is a simulation from TSp‖TSc to TSs.
Thus, demanding a simulation map at the level of unfoldings admits a larger class of
controllers in general.
The following example will illustrate the branching nature of the speci,cation. The
plant TS3p is a vending machine which ,rst asks the user to press a button b1 or
b2. Then it can serve either tea or co0ee, and reset (the event r) and restart. Events
b1 and b2 are thus labelled with ask – the other events are pure plant moves and
they are labelled using the identity function. In the speci,cation TSs, we show only
the labels on the events – in this setting, the speci,cation demands that the button
which is pressed must determine whether co0ee or tea is served. It must not be the
case that after a button is pressed, there is a possibility of both co0ee and tea being
served. However, it cannot demand that the user can get tea if he=she wants tea. We
can demand such a speci,cation in the bisimulation setting, which we will discuss in
Section 5.
Example 2.8.
A valid controller has to just disable either co0ee or tea after b1 and b2. Note
that it cannot disable both tea and co0ee nor can it leave both enabled. It is easy to
see that there is no minimally restrictive controller, in the sense of one which allows
maximum number of event sequences. This, in fact, also shows that such speci,cations
cannot be stated in the Ramadge–Wonham framework [29], as in their setting minimally
restrictive controllers always exist.
We conclude this section by stating one of our main results. In doing so and else-
where we will say that the transition system TS is ,nite in case both Q and E are
,nite sets. In case TS is ,nite, its size – denoted |TS| – is de,ned to be |Q|+ |E|.
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Theorem 2.9. Let (TSp;TSs) be a pair of 2nite transition systems and m= max
(|TSp|; |TSs|). Then the question whether there exists a controller for (TSp;TSs) can
be decided in time polynomial in m. Moreover; if a controller exists; we can construct
one whose size is bounded by a polynomial in m. This construction also takes time
bounded by a polynomial in m.
3. A good subgraph characterization
Our goal here is to characterize controllers in terms of objects called good subgraphs.
This will easily lead to a proof of Theorem 2.9. Given a pair of ,nite transition systems
(TSp;TSs) we shall form an edge-labelled directed graph Gps which will be a restricted
product of TSp and TSs. We will then show that (TSp;TSs) admits a controller i0 Gps
contains a good subgraph possessing certain closure properties.
Through the rest of the section we ,x a pair of ,nite transition systems (TSp;TSs)
with TSx =(Qx; Ex; Tx; qxin ; ’x); x∈{p; s}. Then the edge-labelled directed graph Gps=
(X; → ) is given by
• X =Qp×Qs,
• → ⊆X × (Ep×Es)×X is de,ned as
(qp; qs)−(e; e
′)→ (q′p; q′s) i0 qp−e→ q′p in TSp and qs−e
′→ q′s in TSs and ’p(e)=’s(e′).
We shall say that G=(Y; ⇒) is a subgraph of Gps i0 Y ⊆X and ⇒⊆ → ∩ (Y ×
(Ep×Es)×Y ).
Denition 3.1. Let G=(Y; ⇒) be a subgraph of Gps. Then G is said to be good i0
it satis,es the following conditions.
(G1) (qpin ; q
s
in)∈Y .
(G2) Suppose (qp; qs)
(e; e′)
=⇒ (q′p; q′s) and qp−e1→ q1p with ’p(e)=’p(e1), then ∃e′1 :
(qp; qs)
(e1 ; e′1)=⇒ (q1p; q1s ) in G
(G3) Suppose (qp; qs)∈Y and there exists qp−e→ q̂p in TSp. Then there exists q′p ∈Qp,
q′s ∈Qs, e1 ∈Ep, e′1 ∈Es such that (qp; qs)
(e1 ; e′1)=⇒ (q′p; q′s) in G.
The next sequence of results will assume these notions.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose TSc is a controller for (TSp;TSs). Then Gps contains a good
subgraph.
Proof. Let TSc =(Qc; Ec; Tc; qcin ; ’c) and TS=Uf(TSp‖TSc)= (Q; E; T; qin ; ’). Let f
be a simulation from TS to Uf(TSs). We now de,ne the subgraph (Y; =⇒ ) of Gps
induced by f as follows:
• (qp; qs)∈Y i0 there exists ((qp; qc); )∈Q such that f((qp; qc); )= (qs; ′) for some
′ in E∗s
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• (qp; qs) (e; e
′)
=⇒ (q′p; q′s) i0 there exists t=((qp; qc); ); e; ((q′p; q′c); e))∈T such that
f(t)= ((qs; ′); e′; (q′s; 
′e′)) for some ′ in E∗s .
We claim that (Y; =⇒ ) is a good subgraph of Gps. Property (G1) follows from
f((qinp ; q
in
c ); )= (q
in
s ; ) which in turn implies (q
in
p ; q
in
s )∈Y . To verify (G2), assume
that (qp; qs)
(e; e′)
=⇒ (q′p; q′s) and that qp−e1→ q1p in TSp with ’p(e)=’p(e1). From the
de,nition of =⇒ , it follows that there exists t=(((qp; qc); ); e; ((q′p; q′c); e))∈T with
f(t)= ((qs; ′); e′; (q′s; 
′e′)). Clearly (qp; qc) is a reachable state in TSp‖TSc since
((qp; qc); ) is a state of Uf(TSp‖TSc). From the existence of t it follows that ((qp; qc);
e; (q′p; q
′
c)) is a transition in TSp‖TSc. But then qp−e1→ q1p is a transition in TSp with
’p(e)=’p(e1). Hence, the fact that TSc is a controller ensures that ((qp; qc); e1; (q1p; q
1
c))
is a transition in TSp‖TSc for some q1c in Qc. This in turn implies that t1 = (((qp; qc); );
e1; ((q1p; q
1
c); e1))∈T . By the de,nition of a simulation we have f((qp; qc); )= (qs; ′).
Let f(t1)= ((qs; ′); e′1; (q
1
s ; 
′e′1)). Then by the de,nition of =⇒ we are assured that
((qp; qs); (e1; e′1); (q
1
p; q
1
s ))∈ =⇒ . This establishes (G2).
In a similar fashion, we can use property (CT3) in the de,nition of a controller to
establish (G3).
As a ,rst step towards proving the converse of Lemma 3.2 we ,rst show that if Gps
contains a good subgraph then in fact it contains a good subgraph of a restricted kind.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose Gps contains a good subgraph. Then it contains a good subgraph
(Y; =⇒ ) which satis2es the following condition:
• Suppose (qp; qs) (e; e
′)
=⇒ (q′p; q′s) and (qp; qs) (e; e
′′)
=⇒ (q′p; q′′s ). Then e′= e′′ and hence
q′s= q
′′
s .
Proof. Let (Y1;=⇒1) be a good subgraph of Gps. Then we set Y =Y1 and ,x a linear
order ¡ over Es. De,ne now =⇒ to be the least subset of =⇒ 1 which satis,es
• Suppose ((qp; qs); (e; e′); (q′p; q′s))∈ =⇒ 1 and there does not exist ((qp; qs); (e; e′′);
(q′′p ; q
′′
s ))∈ =⇒ 1 with e′′¡e′.
Then ((qp; qs)); (e; e′); (q′p; q
′
s))∈ =⇒ .
It is now easy to check that (Y; =⇒ ) is a good subgraph of Gps having the desired
property.
We will say that a good subgraph of Gps is s-deterministic (“simulation-deter-
ministic”) in case it satis,es the condition speci,ed in the statement of Lemma 3.3.
Let G=(Y; =⇒ ) be a s-deterministic good subgraph of Gps. We next de,ne the
set of computation pairs CPG ⊆E∗p ×E∗s and the map $G: CPG −→Y inductively as
follows. For convenience we will write CP($) instead of CPG ($G):
• (; )∈CP and $((; ))= (qpin ; qsin).
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• Suppose (; ′)∈CP and $((; ′))= (qp; qs) and (qp; qs) (e; e
′)
=⇒ (q′p; q′s). Then (e;
′e′)∈CP and $((e; ′e′))= (q′p; q′s). Since (Y; =⇒ ) is s-deterministic it is clear
that if (; ′), (; ′′)∈CP then ′= ′′.
Let G=(Y; =⇒ ) be a s-deterministic good subgraph of Gps. We now de,ne the struc-
ture TSc =(Qc; Ec; Tc; qin ; ’c) induced by G as follows. It will turn out that TSc is a
controller for (TSp;TSs):
• Qc =Y and Ec =Ep and ’c =’p.
• Tc is the least subset of Qc×Ec×Qc satisfying
◦ Suppose (qp; qs) (e; e
′)
=⇒ (q′p; q′s). Then ((qp; qs); e; (q′p; q′s))∈Tc.
• qcin = (qinp ; qins ).
The next sequence of lemmas will assume the notations introduced above.
Lemma 3.4. TSc is a deterministic -labelled transition system.
Proof. Suppose ((qp; qs); e; (q′p; q
′
s))∈Tc and ((qp; qs); e; (q′′p ; q′′s ))∈Tc. Then there ex-
ist (qp; qs)
(e; e′)
=⇒ (q′p; q′s) and (qp; qs) (e; e
′′)
=⇒ (q′′p ; q′′s ) in G=(Y; =⇒ ). Clearly q′p= q′′p
because TSp is a deterministic -labelled transition system. On the other hand, e′= e′′
because G is s-deterministic and hence q′s= q
′′
s since TSs is a deterministic -labelled
transition system.
For a transition system TS=(Q; E; T; qin ; ’), we de,ne the rooted extended transition
relation −∗→ to be the least subset of {qin}×E∗ ×Q satisfying:
• qin−∗→ qin.
• Suppose qin−∗→ q and (q; e; q′)∈T . Then qin−e∗→ q′.
The next technical result will provide the basis for showing that TSc is a controller
for (TSp;TSc). To this end, let TS=TSp‖TSc =(Q; E; T; :qin ; ’).
Lemma 3.5. Let (qpin ; (q
p
in ; q
s
in))−∗→ (qp; (q′p; qs)) in TS. Then there exists a unique
′ ∈E∗s such that (; ′)∈CP. Furthermore qp= q′p and $(; ′)= (qp; qs).
Proof. This lemma can be proved easily by induction on ||, the length of .
From Lemma 3.5, it follows that every reachable state of TS=TSp‖TSc is of the
form (qp; (qp; qs)) with qp ∈Qp and qs ∈Qs. The next two lemmas will show that
TSp‖TSc satis,es conditions (CT2) and (CT3), respectively.
Lemma 3.6. Suppose (qp; (qp; qs)) is a reachable state of TS=TSp‖TSc and (qp; (qp;
qs))−e→ (q′p; (q′p; q′s)) in TS. Suppose further that qp−e1→ q1p in TSp with ’p(e)=’(e1).
Then there exists (qp; (qp; qs))−e1→ (q1p; (q1p; q1s )) in TS.
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Proof. Since (qp; (qp; qs)) is a reachable state, there exists ∈E∗p =E∗c such that
(qinp ; (q
in
p ; q
in
s ))−∗→ (qp; (qp; qs)) in TS. By Lemma 3.5 there exists ′ ∈E∗s such that
(; ′)∈CP and $((; ′))= (qp; qs). But then (qp; qs)∈Y and G=(Y; =⇒ ) is a good
subgraph. Hence from property (G2), the required conclusion follows.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose (qp; (qp; qs)) is a reachable state in TS=TSp‖TSc and qp−e→ q′p
in TSp. Then there exists (qp; (qp; qs))−e1→ (q1p; (q1p; q1s )) in TS.
Proof. By an argument similar to the one used for proving the previous lemma we can
establish this lemma. The only di0erence is that we use the fact that a good subgraph
of Gps has the property (G3).
Lemma 3.8. TSc is a controller for (TSp;TSs). Hence; if Gps contains a good sub-
graph then there is a controller for (TSp;TSs).
Proof. It suLces to construct a simulation from Uf(TSp‖TSc) to Uf(TSs). Let T̂S=
Uf(TSp‖TSc)= (Qˆ; Eˆ; Tˆ ; qˆin ; ’ˆ) and Uf(TSs)= T̂Ss=(Qˆs; Eˆs; Tˆs; qˆsin ; ’̂s). De,ne the
map f : Qˆ ∪ Tˆ −→ Q̂s ∪ T̂s as follows:
• Let qˆ=((qp; (qp; qs)); )∈ Qˆ. Then f(qˆ)= (qs; ′) where ′ is the unique of member
of E∗s such that (; ′)∈CP.
• Let tˆ=(((qp; (qp; qs)); ); e; ((q′p; (q′p; q′s); e)) be in Tˆ .
Then f(tˆ)= ((qs; ′); e′; (q′s; 
′e′)) where ′ ∈E∗s and e′ ∈Es such that (; ′)∈CP
and (e; ′e′)∈CP and $((e; ′e′))= (q′p; q′s).
Again using Lemma 3.5 and the de,nitions, it is routine to verify that f is well de,ned
and is in fact a simulation.
4. The synthesis procedure
We develop here a proof of Theorem 2.9. We know from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.8
that deciding whether the pair (TSp;TSs) admits a controller boils down to deciding
whether or not the graph Gps contains a good subgraph. We shall establish in two steps
that good subgraphs can be eLciently found.
Theorem 4.1. There is a uniform decision procedure which takes as its input a pair
of 2nite transition systems (TSp;TSs) and decides whether or not the edge-labelled
directed graph Gps (as de2ned in the previous section) contains a good subgraph.
Proof. We set G0 =Gps and construct a sequence of graphs G0; G1; : : : ; Gn up to a stage
where Gn=Gn+1. For every i∈{0; : : : ; n}; Gi+1 will be a subgraph of Gi. This pruning
procedure will remove edges or vertices which evidence violations of properties (G1)
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or (G2). Then testing Gn for a simple property (whether (q
p
in ; q
s
in)∈Gn), we will decide
whether or not Gps contains a good subgraph.
Assume that G0; : : : ; Gi; i¿0 have been constructed.
Let TSx =(Qx; Ex; Tx; qxin ; ’x); x∈{p; s}. Now, Gi+1 is obtained from Gi by applying
one of the following pruning steps to Gi. If neither of these two steps can be applied
to Gi then we set Gi+1 =Gi and stop:
(i) Let Gi =(Xi;→i). Suppose (q1; q2)∈Xi; (q1; e1; q′1) is in Tp but there is no (e′1; e′2)∈
Ep×Es such that (q1; q2) (e
′
1 ; e
′
2)−→ (q′1; q′2) in Gi. Then remove (q1; q2) from Xi and all
edges coming into (q1; q2). Let the resulting graph be Gi+1.
(ii) Suppose (q1; q2)
(e1 ; e2)−→ (q′1; q′2) is an edge of Gi and (q1; e′1; q′′1 ) is in Tp such that
’p(e1)=’p(e′1). Further, suppose that there is no edge of the form (q1; q2)
(e′1 ; e
′
2)−→
(q′′1 ; q
′′
2 ) in Gi. Then remove the edge ((q1; q2); (e1; e2); (q
′
1; q
′
2)) from Gi and let
the resulting graph be Gi+1.
Clearly Gi+1 =Gi (in which case we stop) or Gi+1 is strictly smaller than Gi. Since
G0 is ,nite this pruning procedure must stop after a ,nite number of steps. Let n be
the least integer such that Gn=Gn+1 and let Gn=(Xn;→n).
Claim. Gps contains a good subgraph i8 (q
p
in ; q
s
in)∈Xn.
To see that the claim holds, suppose Gps contains a good subgraph G. Then, by
induction on n; is easy to prove that Gn must also contain G as its subgraph. Thus
(qpin ; q
s
in)∈Xn.
Next suppose that (qpin ; q
s
in)∈Xn. From the fact that Gn=Gn+1 (i.e. no pruning rule
is applicable on Gn), it follows at once that Gn is a good subgraph of Gps. This
establishes the claim.
Corollary 4.2. Let TSp=(Qp; Ep; Tp; q
p
in ; ’p) and TSs=(Qs; Es; Ts; q
s
in ; ’s) be a pair
of 2nite transition systems. Let |Qp |= n1; |Qs|= n2; |Ep|= k1 and |Es|= k2. Let
m= max{n1; n2; k1; k2}. Then in time polynomial in m; one can decide whether or
not (TSp;TSs) has a controller.
Proof. Due to Lemmas 3.2 and 3.8 it suLces to prove that in time polynomial in m
one can check whether or not Gps contains a good subgraph. Now consider the decision
procedure developed in the proof of Theorem 4.1 for achieving this.
G0 =Gps has at most n1 · n2 vertices and n21 · n22 · k1 · k2 edges. One can compute
Gi+1 from Gi in time which is linear in the size of Gi. Each Gi+1 is smaller than Gi.
Hence, the decision procedure will terminate in at most n21 · n22 · k1 · k2 steps.
Corollary 4.3. Let TSp=(Qp; Ep; Tp; q
p
in ; ’p) and TSs=(Qs; Es; Ts; q
s
in ; ’s) be a pair
of 2nite transition systems. Let m be de2ned as in the previous corollary:
(i) If (TSp;TSs) has a controller; then it has a 2nite controller of size at most
n21 · n22 · k1 · k2.
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(ii) Such a controller; if it exists; can be computed in time which is polynomial
in m.
Proof. Again referring to the proof of Theorem 4.1, let n be the least integer such
that Gn=Gn+1. Assume that Gn=(Xn;→n) and that (qpin ; qsin)∈Xn. We know from the
previous corollary that Gn is of size at most n21 ·n22 ·k1 ·k2 and that Gn can be computed
in time which is polynomial in m.
Now suppose Gn=(Xn;→n) has the property (qpin ; qsin)∈Xn. Then following the proof
of Lemma 3.8 one can extract a controller TSc for (TSp;TSs) in time which is linear
in the size of Gn.
5. The bisimulation setting
We shall show in this section that Theorem 2.9 goes through even if we replace
simulations by the stronger notion of bisimulations. Though the notion of bisimulations
is well established [22], we shall mention them ,rst in our context.
Let TSi =(Qi; Ei; Ti; qiin ; ’i); i=1; 2; be a pair of (deterministic -labelled) transition
systems. A bisimulation between TS1 and TS2 is a relation R⊆Q1×Q2 which satis,es
• (q1in ; q2in)∈R:
• Suppose (q1; q2)∈R and q1 e1−→a q′1 is in TS1. Then there exists a transition q2
e2−→
a
q′2
in TS2 such that (q′1; q
′
2)∈R.
• Suppose (q1; q2)∈R and q2 e2−→a q′2 is in TS2. Then there exists a transition q1
e1−→
a
q′1
in TS1 such that (q′1; q
′
2)∈R.
We shall say that TS1 and TS2 are bisimilar in case there is a bisimulation between
them. Clearly, bisimilarity is an equivalence relation. It is also clear that every transition
system is bisimilar to its unfolding. Hence, we can work with bisimulations between
transition systems rather than between their unfoldings.
Denition 5.1. Let TSx; x∈{p; s; c} be three transition systems. Then TSc is a strong
controller for the pair (TSp;TSs) i0 TSc satis,es conditions (CT1), (CT2) of being a
controller (De,nition 2.5) and TSp‖TSc is bisimilar to TSs.
Note that we have dropped the nonblocking property (CT3). In the setting of simu-
lations, we were capturing safety properties only and thus required that the controller
should not introduce deadlock. However, in the bisimulation setting, we handle liveness
speci,cations as well – hence we must allow the speci,cation to demand that the plant
halts at some points.
Consider Example 2.8. In the bisimulation setting, the speci,cation demands that
after a button is pressed, the possibility of serving both tea and co0ee does not exist,
as in the simulation setting. Further it demands that there must be a way the user can
get tea and a way in which he can get co0ee. A controller which serves only co0ee
on pressing either button will satisfy the speci,cation in the simulation setting but not
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in the bisimulation setting. A controller in this setting must enable co0ee (only) on
one input and tea (only) in the other. It easy also to see that a minimally restricting
controller does not exist in this setting too.
The synthesis problem now is the following: given a pair of ,nite transition systems
(TSp;TSs); is there a strong controller for this pair?
It will be convenient to solve this problem while assuming that TSs is reduced with
respect to bisimilarity.
Let TS=(Q; E; T; qin ; ’) be a transition system. Then TS is said to be reduced (w.r.t.
bisimilarity) i0 the following conditions are satis,ed:
(i) {R |R⊆Q×Q is a bisimulation}= {idQ} where idQ = {(q; q) | q∈Q}
(ii) Suppose q e1−→
a
q′ and q e2−→
a
q′. Then e1 = e2.
The next observation says why it is convenient to work with reduced transition
systems:
Proposition 5.2. Let TSi =(Qi; Ei; Ti; qiin ; ’i); i=1; 2; be a pair of transition systems
such that TS2 is reduced. If ≈ is a bisimulation between TS1 and TS2; then it must
satisfy the following properties:
(i) If q1≈ q2 and q1≈ q′2; then q2 = q′2.
(ii) If q1≈ q2 and q1 e1−→a q′1; then there exists a unique e2 ∈E2 : q2
e2−→
a
q′2 and q
′
1≈ q′2.
Proof. Follows easily from the de,nitions.
Through the rest of this section, we ,x a pair of ,nite transition systems (TSp;TSs)
with TSx =(Qx; Ex; Tx; qxin ; ’x); x∈{p; s}. We recall the de,nition of the edge-labelled
directed graph Gps and the associated terminology developed in Section 3. Let Gps=
(X; →) and G=(Y;⇒) be a subgraph of Gps. Then G is a strong subgraph of Gps i0
the following conditions are satis,ed:
(BS0) (qpin ; q
s
in)∈Y:
(BS1) Suppose (q; q′)
(e1 ; e′1)=⇒ (q1; q′1) is in G and q e2−→ q2 is in TSp with ’p(e1)=’p(e2).
Then there exists (q; q′)
(e2 ; e′2)=⇒ (q2; q′2) in G.
(BS2) Suppose (q; q′)∈Y and q′ e
′
1−→ q′1 is in TSs.
Then there exists (q; q′)
(e1 ; e′1)=⇒ (q1; q′1) in G.
(BS3) Let (q; q′)∈Y and Eq;q′ = {(e1; e′1) | ∃(q2; q′2) : (q; q′)
(e1 ; e′1)=⇒ (q2; q′2) is in G}. Then
there exists (⊆Eq;q′ satisfying:
(i) If (e1; e′1)∈Eq;q′ ; then there exists e2 ∈Ep such that (e2; e′1)∈(.
(ii) If (e1; e′1)∈Eq;q′ ; then there exists e′2 ∈Es such that (e1; e′2)∈(.
(iii) If (e1; e′1); (e1; e
′
2)∈(; then e′1 = e′2.
Our aim now is to show that (TSp;TSs) admits a strong controller i0 Gps contains a
strong subgraph.
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Lemma 5.3. If there is a strong controller for the pair of 2nite transition systems
(TSp;TSs); where TSs is reduced; then Gps has a strong subgraph.
Proof. Let TSc =(Qc; Ec; Tc; qcin ; ’c) be a strong controller for (TSp;TSs). Let TSp‖
TSc =TS=(Q; E; T; qin ; ’). Let ≈⊆Q×Qs be a bisimulation. Now, de,ne G=(Y;⇒);
a subgraph of Gps; as follows:
• (qp; qs)∈Y i0 ∃qc ∈Qc : (qp; qc)≈ qs
• (qp; qs)(e1 ; e
′
1)=⇒ (q′p; q′s) i0 ∃qc; q′c ∈Qc : (qp; qc)≈ qs; (qp; qc) e1−→ (q′p; q′c)∈T; ’p(e1)=
’s(e′1); qs
e′1−→ q′s; and (q′p; q′c)≈ q′s.
Claim. G is a strong subgraph of Gps.
Since (qpin ; q
c
in)≈ qsin ; (qpin ; qsin)∈Y .
Now suppose that (qp; qs)
(e1 ; e′1)=⇒ (q′p; q′s) is in G and qp e2−→ q′′p is in TSp; with ’p(e1)=
’p(e2). Then ∃qc; q′c ∈Qc : (qp; qc)≈ qs; (qp; qc) e1−→ (q′p; q′c) is in TS; (q′p; q′c)≈ q′s and
qs
e′1−→ q′s is in TSs. Since TSc is a controller, (qp; qc) e2−→ (q′′p ; q′′c ) is in TS. Since ≈
is a bisimulation, ∃e′2 : qs
e′2−→ q′′s and (q′′p ; q′′c )≈ q′′s . Hence (qp; qs)
(e2 ; e′2)=⇒ (q′′p ; q′′s ) is in G.
This establishes (BS1).
Now suppose (qp; qs)∈Y and qs e
′
1−→ q′s is in TSs. Then ∃qc ∈Qc : (qp; qc)≈ qs. Hence
∃e1 : (qp; qc) e1−→ (q′p; q′c); (q′p; q′c)≈ q′s and ’p(e1)=’s(e′1). So (qp; qs)
(e1 ; e′1)=⇒ (q′p; q′s) is
in G.
To show (BS3), let (qp; qs)∈Y and let Eqp; qs be as de,ned in the condition. Fix some
qc∈Qc with (qp; qc)≈qs. Then de,ne (= {(e1; e′1) |’p(e1)=’s(e′1); (qp; qc) e1−→ (q′p; q′c)
in TS; qs
e′1−→ q′s in TSs and (q′p; q′c)≈ q′s}. Clearly (⊆Eqp; qs .
If (e1; e′1)∈Eqp; qs ; then qs
e′1−→ q′s is in TSs.
Since (qp; qc)≈ qs; ∃e2 : (qp; qc) e2−→ (q′p; q′c); ’p(e1)=’s(e2); (q′p; q′c)≈ q′s. Hence
(e2; e′1)∈(. This shows BS3(i).
Let (e1; e′1)∈Eqp; qs . Then ∃q˜c; q˜′c : (qp; q˜c)≈ qs; (qp; q˜c)
(e1 ; e′1)=⇒ (q′p; q˜′c); qs
e′1−→ q′s and
(q′p; q˜
′
c)≈ q′s. Since (qp; qc)≈ qs; ∃e2 : (qp; qc) e2−→ (q′′p ; q′′c ) in TS such that ’p(e2)=’s
(e′1)=’p(e1) and (q
′′
p ; q
′′
c )≈ q′s. Since TSc is a controller and ’p(e1)=’p(e2); ∃q′c :
(qp; qc)
e1−→ (q′p; q′c). Then ∃e′2 : qs
e′2−→ q′′s ; ’p(e1)=’s(e′2); (q′p; q′c)≈ q′′s . Then (e1; e′2)
∈(. This proves BS3(ii).
Now let (e1; e′1); (e1; e
′
2)∈(. Then (qp; qc) e1−→ (q′p; q′c); qs
e′1−→ q′s; qs
e′2−→ q′′s and
(q′p; q
′
c)≈ q′s; (q′p; q′c)≈ q′′s . By Proposition 5.2, we know that e′1 = e′2.
Lemma 5.4. Suppose (TSp;TSs) is such that TSs is reduced and Gps has a strong
subgraph. Then there exists a strong controller for (TSp;TSs).
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Proof. Let G=(Y;⇒) be a strong subgraph of Gps. For each (q; q′)∈Y; let us ,x
a (q;q′ ⊆Eq;q′ satisfying condition (BS3). Consider the following transition system:
TSc =(Qc; Ec; Tc; qcin ; ’c) given by
• Qc =Y .
• Ec =Ep; ’c =’p.
• ((qp; qs); e; (q′p; q′s))∈Tc i0 ∃(e; e′)∈(qp; qs : (qp; qs)
(e;e′)
=⇒ (q′p; q′s) in G.
• qcin = (qpin ; qsin).
It is now a tedious but straightforward exercise to verify that TSc is a strong con-
troller for the pair (TSp;TSs). We can, in fact, show that every state of TSp‖TSc is
of the form (qp; (qp; qs)) and that if we de,ne ≈ as (qp; (qp; qs))≈ q′s i0 qs= q′s; then
≈ is a bisimulation between TSp‖TSc and TSs.
We now wish to show that the existence of a strong controller can be decided
in polynomial time. As a ,rst step we will observe that assuming the speci,cation
transition system is reduced involves no loss of generality.
Lemma 5.5. Let TS=(Q; E; T; qin ; ’) be a 2nite transition system. Then in time poly-
nomial in |TS| one can construct a reduced transition system TS′ which is bisimilar
to TS.
Proof. This observation follows easily from the polynomial time algorithm for checking
bisimilarity of two ,nite transition systems due to [12].
To be speci,c, we set R0 =Q×Q and construct a sequence of relations R0; R1; : : : ; Rn
till Rn=Rn+1 and then stop. Assume inductively that R0; R1; : : : ; Ri have been con-
structed. We de,ne Ri+1 to be the relation obtained by applying one of the following
pruning steps to Ri. If neither of the two steps can be applied to Ri; then we set
Ri+1 =Ri and stop:
• Suppose (q; q′)∈Ri and q e1−→ q1 is in T but there is no q′ e
′
1−→ q′1 in T such that
’(e1)=’(e′1) and (q1; q
′
1)∈Ri. Then Ri+1 =Ri \{(q; q′)}.
• Suppose (q; q′)∈Ri and q′ e
′
1−→ q′1 is in T but there is no q e1−→ q1 in T such that
’(e1)=’(e′1) and (q1; q
′
1)∈Ri. Then Ri+1 =Ri \{(q; q′)}.
Since R0 is a ,nite set and Ri+1 =Ri (in which case we stop) or Ri+1⊂Ri; this
procedure will terminate after at most |Q×Q| steps. Let n be the least integer such
that Rn=Rn+1. It is easy to check that Rn is an equivalence relation. For q∈Q; let [q]
be the Rn-equivalence class containing q.
Next, we ,x a strict linear order ¡ on E.
We now de,ne TS′=(Q′; E′; T ′; q′in ; ’
′) via:
• Q′=Q=Rn= {[q] | q∈Q}:
• E′=E; ’′=’.
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• ([q]; e; [q′])∈T ′ i0 there exists (q1; e; q′1)∈T . such that q1 ∈ [q] and q′1 ∈ [q′] and
furthermore, if (p; e′; p′)∈T with p∈ [q] and p′ ∈ [q′] and ’(e)=’(e′); then e= e′
or e¡e′.
• q′in = [qin].
It is easy to verify that TS′ is reduced and that TS and TS′ are bisimilar with
{(q; [q]) | q∈Q} being a bisimulation. It is also easy to verify that |TS′|6|TS| and
that TS′ can be computed in time polynomial in |TS|.
Theorem 5.6. There is a uniform procedure which takes as input a pair of 2nite
transition systems (TSp;TSs) and decides whether or not (TSp;TSs) admits a strong
controller.
Proof. Due to the previous lemma, it involves no loss of generality to assume that TSs
is reduced. It now follows from Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 that it suLces to decide whether
or not Gps contains a strong subgraph. This can be achieved by constructing a sequence
of graphs G0; G1; : : : ; Gn+1 such that each Gi is a subgraph of Gps and each Gi+1 a
subgraph of Gi with G0 =Gps and Gn=Gn+1. Assume inductively that G0; : : : ; Gi have
been constructed. We now obtain Gi+1 by applying one of the following pruning steps
to Gi. If none of the pruning steps can be applied we set Gi+1 =Gi and stop.
Let Gi =(Xi; → i):
(PR1) Suppose t=((q; q′); (e1; e′1); (q1; q
′
1))∈ → i and there exists (q; e2; q2)∈TSp with
’p(e1)=’p(e2). Further suppose that there exists no edge in → i of the form
((q; q′); (e2; e′2); (q2; q
′
2)). Then remove the edge t from → i and set Gi+1 to be
the resulting graph.
(PR2) Suppose (q; q′)∈Xi and q′ e
′
1−→ q′1 is in Ts but there is no edge of the form
((q; q′); (e1; e′1); (q1; q
′
1)) in → i. Then remove (q; q′) and all its incoming and
outgoing edges from Gi and de,ne Gi+1 to be the resulting graph.
(PR3) Let (q; q′)∈Xi.
Let Eiq; q′ = {(e1; e′1) | ∃(q2; q′2) : ((q; q′); (e1; e′1); (q2; q′2)) is in → i} Suppose ev-
ery (⊆Eiq; q′ fails to satisfy at least one of the conditions BS3 (i), (ii) and
(iii). Then remove (q; q′) and all its incoming and outgoing edges and de,ne
Gi+1 to be the resulting graph.
Since G0 is ,nite, this procedure will terminate after a ,nite number of steps. Let n
be the least integer such that Gn=Gn+1. Let Gn=(Xn; → n). Now it is easy to show
that Gps contains a strong subgraph i0 (q
p
in ; q
s
in)∈Xn.
First, if (qpin ; q
s
in)∈Xn, it is clear that Gn is a strong subgraph of Gps.
To prove the converse, let us assume that Gps has a strong subgraph G. We can
inductively prove (by induction on n) that G is a subgraph of Gn. It would then follow
that since (qpin ; q
s
in) is in G, it would be in Gn also. The induction goes as follows.
Clearly, G is a subgraph of G0 =Gps. Now assume inductively that G is a sugraph of
Gi. If pruning step (PR1) or (PR2) is applied, it is easy to see that G will be a subgraph
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of Gi+1. If (PR3) is used, let the pruned node be (q; q′). To prove G is a subset of
Gi+1 it suLces to prove that (q; q′) =∈G. Assume the contrary. Then since G is a strong
subgraph, it satis,es (BS3) for the node (q; q′) – let (⊆Eq;q′ be a set which satis,es
(BS3)(i)–(iii) with Eq;q′ = {(e; e′) | ∃(q2; q′2) : ((q; q′); (e; e′); (q2; q′2)) is in G}⊆Eiq; q′ .
Now it is clear that (⊆Eiq; q′ . We will show that ( in fact satis,es (BS3)(i)–(iii)
for the node (q; q′) in Gi.
Let (e; e′)∈Eiq; q′ . Then there must be a transition q′ e
′
−→ q′1 in Ts. Since G is a strong
subgraph, by (BS2), ∃e1 : (q; q′) e1 ; e
′
−→ (q1; q′1) is in G. Hence (e1; e′)∈Eq;q′ . By (BS3)(i)
for (q; q′) in G, ∃e2 : (e2; e′)∈(. This shows (BS3)(i) for (q; q′) in Gi.
Let (e; e′)∈Eiq; q′ . Then, as argued above, ∃e1 : (q; q′)
e1 ; e′−→ (q1; q′1) is in G. Since
’p(e)=’p(e1), by (BS1), ∃e′2 : (q; q′)
e; e′2−→ (q2; q′2) is in G. So, (e; e′2)∈Eq;q′ . Since G
is a strong subgraph, by BS3(ii), ∃e′3 : (e; e′3)∈(, which shows BS3(ii) holds for Gi.
Also, since ( satis,es BS3(iii) for G, it also satis,es it for Gi.
This shows that the conditions for using (PR3) is not met, which contradicts our
assumption. Hence (q; q′) =∈G and hence G is a subgraph of Gi+1.
Corollary 5.7. Let (TSp;TSs) be a pair of 2nite transition systems with |Qp|= np;
|Qs|= ns; |Ep|= kp and |Es|= ks. Let m=max{np; ns; kp; ks}. Then in time polynomial
in m; one can decide whether or not (TSp;TSs) admits a strong controller.
Proof. By Lemma 5.5, we can construct in time polynomial in m, a reduced transition
system TS′s such that TSs and TS
′
s are bisimilar. We can now supply (TSp;TS
′
s) as
input to the decision procedure presented in the proof of Theorem 5:5. This procedure
will take time only polynomial in m. To show this, the only nontrivial part is to show
how rule (PR3) can be implemented in time polynomial in m. We will do this by
showing a reduction to the maximal matching problem.
Let Gi =(Xi; → i) and (q; q′)∈Xi. Let Eq;q′ be de,ned as before. Consider the bi-
partite (undirected) graph (S1; S2; A) where
• S1 = {e1 | ∃e2 : (e1; e2)∈Eq;q′},
• S2 = {e2 | ∃e1 : (e1; e2)∈Eq;q′},
• A=Eq;q′ .
It is easy to see that there exists a ( satisfying the conditions BS3(i)–(iii) i0 the
maximal matching of (S1; S2; A) is of size |S2|. Since maximal matching can be done
in polynomial time, we can implement (PR3) in polynomial time. In fact, we can
solve the maximal matching problem by reducing it to the maxHow problem and use
the Ford–Fulkerson method (see [7]) to get a maximal matching in polynomial time,
from which we can get a witness (. These witnesses will be useful in constructing the
controller.
Corollary 5.8. Let (TSp;TSs) be a pair of 2nite transition systems with m de2ned
as above. Then (TSp;TSs) admits a strong controller i8 it admits a strong controller
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of size at most a polynomial in m. Moreover; such a controller can be constructed
in time polynomial in m.
Proof. Using the decision procedure presented in the proof of Theorem 5:6, once
can compute a strong subgraph of Gps, if one exists, in time polynomial in m. We
can synthesize a strong controller from the strong subgraph as shown in the proof of
Lemma 5.4. Clearly, the size of this controller will be at most polynomial in m.
6. A negative result in a concurrent setting
Transition systems can be augmented with some concurrency information to model
distributed systems. Here we consider one well-established variant called asynchronous
transition systems [4, 31]. The system and the speci,cation will be modeled as asyn-
chronous transition systems and the notion of a simulation from one asynchronous
transition system to another will be de,ned so that it preserves the independence of
events. We will show that the problem of deciding whether there exists a (,nite) con-
troller in this setting is undecidable. In fact, it turns out that even the problem of
deciding whether there is a simulation from one asynchronous transition system to an-
other is undecidable. We will also show that this negative result holds even in very
restricted classes of asynchronous transition systems.
A -labelled deterministic asynchronous transition system is a structure TS=(Q; E;
T; qin ; ’; I) where (Q; E; T; qin ; ’) is a transition system and I ⊆E × E is an irreHexive
and symmetric independence relation such that the following conditions are satis,ed:
(TR1) Suppose q e1−→ q1 and q e2−→ q2 and e1 I e2. Then there exists q′ such that
q1
e2−→ q′ and q2 e1−→ q′.
(TR2) Suppose q e1−→ q1 e2−→ q′ and e1 I e2. Then there exists q2 such that q e2−→
q2
e1−→ q′.
From now on, we will refer to -labelled deterministic asynchronous transition systems
as just asynchronous transition systems.
Simulations will now be required to preserve the independence of events. Let TS1 =
(Q1; E1; T1; q1in ; ’1; I1) and TS2 = (Q2; E2; T2; q
2
in ; ’2; I2) be a pair of asynchronous tran-
sition systems. Then an asynchronous simulation f :TS1→TS2 is a simulation from
(Q1; E1; T1; q1in ; ’1) to (Q2; E2; T2; q
2
in ; ’2) which in addition satis,es
• Suppose in TS1, we have e1 I1 e2; t1 = (q; e1; q1); t2 = (q1; e2; q′); t3 = (q; e2; q2) and
t4 = (q2; e1; q′).
– If f(t1)= (p; e′1; p1) and f(t2)= (p1; e
′
2; p
′) then e′1 I2 e
′
2 and there exists p2 such
that f(t3)= (p; e′2; p2) and f(t4)= (p2; e
′
1; p
′).
– If f(t1)= (p; e′1; p1) and f(t3)= (p; e
′
2; p2) then e
′
1 I2 e
′
2 and there exists p
′ such
that f(t2)= (p1; e′2; p
′) and f(t4)= (p2; e′1; p
′).
From now on we will often drop the adjective “asynchronous” in referring to asyn-
chronous simulations. As before controllers will be de,ned in terms of unfoldings. The
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new feature is that the independence of events will induce a partial order over the runs
of the system. A standard technique taken from Mazurkiewicz trace theory [8] will be
used to group together di0erent interleavings of the same partially ordered stretch of
behaviour.
Let TS=(Q; E; T; qin ; ’; I) be an asynchronous transition system. Then ∼TS is the
least equivalence relation (which will turn out to be a congruence) contained in E∗×E∗
which satis,es: *e1e2*′∼TS *e2e1*′ whenever e1 I e2 and *; *′ ∈E∗. We let [*] denote
the ∼TS-equivalence class containing *. We now de,ne Uf(TS)= (Qˆ; Eˆ; Tˆ ; qˆin ; ’ˆ; Iˆ)
via:
• (qin ; [])∈ Qˆ.
• If (q; [*])∈ Qˆ and (q; e; q′)∈T then (q′; [*e])∈ Qˆ, e∈ Eˆ and ((q; [*]); e; (q′; [*e]))∈ Tˆ .
The rest of the de,nition is routine. Trace theory will ensure that Uf(TS) is also an
asynchronous transition system. Next, we consider products of asynchronous transition
systems. The new feature is that the concerned independence relations should agree on
the common events. Let TS1 and TS2 be two asynchronous transition systems with Ei
as the set of events and ’i as the labelling function of TSi, i∈{1; 2}. Then TS1‖TS2
is de,ned i0 ∀e; e′ ∈E1∩E2. e I1 e′ i0 e I2 e′. If this condition is satis,ed then TS1‖TS2
is de,ned as done in Section 2 with the new independence relation de,ned as I1 ∪ I2.
Again, it should be clear that TS1‖TS2 is an asynchronous transition system.
Let TSp, TSs and TSc be three asynchronous transition systems. Then TSc is an
asynchronous controller for (TSp;TSs) i0 TSc satis,es the usual properties (CT1)–
(CT3) of De,nition 2.5 for being a controller and if there exists an asynchronous
simulation from Uf(TSp‖TSc) into Uf(TSs).
Let us consider the example given below in Fig. 1. The plant consists of two agents
which do the following: they wait for the user to press a button (aski) after which
they enter a critical section (csi). When they ,nish and exit the critical section, they
send a signal ( 2ni) which can be observed by the other agent. The two agents are
shown in Fig. 1. The combined system is the normal synchronized product of the two
systems. The unfolding of the plant is also shown in Fig 1. The induced independence
relation is the symmetric closure of {ask1; cs1} × {ask2; cs2}. Let us ,x the labelling
function as ’(aski)= ask, ’(csi)= cs and ’( 2ni)= 2n; i∈{1; 2}.
The speci,cation TS4s (which is equivalent to its unfolding) is shown above with
only the labels of events on the transitions – the independence of events should be
clear. On the labels, it is identical to the plant, except that it has no moves enabled
when both agents are in the critical section. This therefore demands that the plant
should not reach a state where both agents are in their critical sections (if it reaches
such a state, then the controller will not be able to satisfy the nonblocking condition
at this state).
An asynchronous controller is required to respect the independence relation. Hence, it
cannot enable an agent entering a critical section depending upon an independent event
occurring in the other agent. In this example, the controller is forced to sequentialize the
agents in a predetermined manner – an example of a valid controller is TSc shown above
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Fig. 1.
which allows the ,rst agent to enter its critical section before the second, regardless
of the sequence of buttons pressed.
We now wish to show that the problem of deciding if a pair of 2nite asynchronous
transition systems admits an asynchronous controller – ,nite or otherwise – is undecid-
able. The reduction is from the tiling problem [19] which is known to be undecidable.
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Fig. 2. The main grid.
In what follows, it will be convenient to talk about the tiling problem as a colouring
problem. An instance of the colouring problem is a quadruple CP=(C; cin ; R; U ) where
C is a ,nite set of colours, cin ∈C is a distinguished initial colour and R :C −→ 2C
and U : C −→ 2C are two functions. A solution to CP is a map col :!×!−→C (!
is the set of natural numbers) which satis,es
• col(0; 0)= cin,
• ∀(m; n)∈!× !. col(m+ 1; n)∈R(col(m; n)) and col(m; n+ 1)∈U (col(m; n)).
For each instance CP of a colouring problem we will construct a pair of ,nite asyn-
chronous transition systems (TSp;TSs) such that CP has a solution i0 there exists an
asynchronous simulation from Uf(TSp) into Uf(TSs).
We will then show that for each pair of ,nite asynchronous transition system (TSp;
TSs) over an alphabet , we can e0ectively construct a pair of ,nite asynchronous
transition systems (TS′p;TS
′
s) such that there exists an asynchronous simulation from
Uf(TSp) into Uf(TSs) i0 there exists an asynchronous controller for the pair of
systems (TS′p;TS
′
s). This will lead to the desired result.
Through the rest of the section ,x an instance of the colouring problem CP=(C; cin ;
R; U ) and let c; c′ range over C. The associated pair of ,nite asynchronous transition
systems will be denoted as TSp and TSs. It will be convenient to explain how the
construction works by displaying the unfoldings of the systems rather than the systems
themselves. We will construct the systems later.
The main part of Uf(TSp) will look like a two-dimensional grid generated by the
two sets of events ER= {r0; r1; r2} and EU = {u0; u1; u2} with ER×EU ⊆ Ip where Ip is
the independence relation of Uf(TSp). This is shown in Fig. 2. We display only the
events concerned and not their labels. We will deal with the labels later.
In addition, there will be nine events {0; 1; 2}2. At each grid point at most four such
events will be sticking out. For convenience we will often write ij instead of (i; j) for
i; j∈{0; 1; 2}. At a grid point, the event ij will be enabled if ri and uj are enabled at
this point. This event will commute with events ri and uj enabled at this grid point. It
will also commute with the events i(j + 1) and (i + 1)j enabled at the neighbouring
grid points. Here and in what follows addition is taken to be addition modulo 3. Thus
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Fig. 3.
the independence relation Ip will demand:
– ij Ip ri′ i0 i= i′
– ij Ip uj′ i0 j= j′
– ij Ip i′j′ i0 [(i′= i + 1 and j= j′) or (i= i′ and j′= j + 1)]
TSp is such that along any run, an event ij can occur at most once. Thus a typical
neighbourhood in Uf(TSp) will look as in Fig. 3.
Note that once an event of type ij is performed, one can never get back to the main
grid; at most three more events can be performed before reaching a terminal state.
These events which stick out of the grid will be used – via a simulation – to check
whether the colours assigned to neighbouring grid points are consistent.
The assignment of colours to the grid points will be done in Uf(TSs). This transition
system will look exactly like Uf(TSp) except that we will use events taken from the
set C ×{0; 1; 2}2 instead of {0; 1; 2}2. At a grid point, the event (c; ij) will be enabled
if ri and uj are enabled at this point. As an exception, at the origin only the event
(cin ; 00) will be enabled apart from the events r0 and u0. In addition the event (c; ij)
can wander forward a bit through the independence relation as described below. The
crucial point is, the independence relation Is of Uf(TSs) will be used to check for
the consistency of the colouring scheme. We de,ne Is to be the least irreHexive and
symmetric subset of Es×Es with Es= {r0; r1; r2; u0; u1; u2}∪ (C ×{0; 1; 2}2) satisfying
– {r0; r1; r2}×{u0; u1; u2}⊆ Is.
– ri Is (c; i′j′) if i= i′
– uj Is (c; i′j′) if j= j′
– (c; ij) Is (c′; i′j′) if [(i′= i + 1, j′= j and c′ ∈R(c)) or (i′= i, j′= j + 1 and
c′ ∈U (c))].
We force Uf(TSp) and Uf(TSs) to march together by a suitable choice of labels.
Fix = {r0; r1; r2; u0; u1; u2}∪ {0; 1; 2}2. In both the systems the event x∈{r0; r1; r2; u0;
u1; u2} will get the label x. Each event ij in TSp will get the label ij and each event
(c; ij) in TSs will get the label ij.
More formally, TSp and TSs are -labelled transition systems, (where = {r0; r1; r2;
u0; u1; u2}∪ {0; 1; 2}2) de,ned as follows:
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TSp is de,ned as TSp=(Qp; Ep; Tp; q
p
in ; ’p; Ip) where
• Ep= {ri; ui | i∈{0; 1; 2}}∪ {ij | i; j∈{0; 1; 2}}.
• ’p(x)= x for all x∈Ep.
• Ip is the least irreHexive and symmetric subset of Ep×Ep satisfying:
{r0; r1; r2}×{u0; u1; u2}⊆ Ip
and for all i; j; i′; j′ ∈{0; 1; 2},
ij Ip ri; ij Ip uj and
ij Ip i′j′ if (i′= i + 1 and j= j′) or (i′= i and j′= j + 1).
We will denote by Dp the dependence relation: Dp=(Ep×Ep)\Ip.
• Qp= {r0; r1; r2}×{u0; u1; u2}× 2{0;1;2}× 2{0;1;2}× 2{0;1;2}2 .
• qpin = (r0; u0; {0}; {0}; ∅).
• Let a typical member of Qp be denoted as a tuple (R;U; LR; LU ; X ).
Tp is de,ned as follows:
◦ (R;U; LR; LU ; X ) ri−→ (R′; U ′; L′R; L′U ; X ′) if R= ri, (∃/ i′j′ ∈X : i = i′), R′= ri+1;
U ′=U; L′U =LU ; L
′
R=LR\{i − 1}∪ {i + 1}; X ′=X .
◦ (R;U; LR; LU ; X ) uj−→ (R′; U ′; L′R; L′U ; X ′) if U = uj; (∃/ i′j′ ∈X : j = j′); U ′= uj+1;
R′=R; L′R=LR; L
′
U =LU\{j − 1}∪ {j + 1}; X ′=X .
◦ (R;U; LR; LU ; X ) ij−→ (R′; U ′; L′R; L′U ; X ′) if i∈LR, j∈LU , (∃/ i′j′ ∈X : i′j′Dpij);
R′=R; U ′=U; X ′=X ∪{ij}; L′R=LR; L′U =LU .
TSs is de,ned as TSs=(Qs; Es; Ts; qsin ; ’s; Is) where
• Es= {ri; ui | i∈{0; 1; 2}}∪ {(c; ij) | c∈C; i; j∈{0; 1; 2}}.
• ’s(x)= x for all x∈{ri; ui | i∈{0; 1; 2}} and ’s((c; ij))= ij for all c∈C; i; j
∈{0; 1; 2}.
• Is is the least irreHexive and symmetric subset of Ep×Ep satisfying:
{r0; r1; r2}×{u0; u1; u2}⊆ Is and for all i; j; i′; j′ ∈{0; 1; 2} and c; c′ ∈C, (c; ij) Is ri;
(c; ij) Is uj and (c; ij) Ip (c′; i′j′) if (i′= i+ 1; j′= j and c′ ∈R(c)) or (i′= i; j′=
j + 1 and c′ ∈U (c)).
We will denote by Ds the dependence relation : Ds=(Es×Es)\Is:
• Qs= {r0; r1; r2}×{u0; u1; u2}× 2{0;1;2}× 2{0;1;2}× 2C×{0;1;2}2 ×{init; ∗}.
• qsin = (r0; u0; {0}; {0}; ∅; init).
• Let a typical member of Qs be denoted as a tuple (R;U; LR; LU ; X; S) Ts is de,ned
as follows:
◦ (R;U; LR; LU ; X; S) ri−→ (R′; U ′; L′R; L′U ; X ′; S ′) if R= ri; (∃/ i′j′ ∈X : i = i′); R′=
ri+1; U ′=U; L′U =LU ; L
′
R=LR\{i − 1}∪ {i + 1}; X ′=X; S ′= ∗.
◦ (R;U; LR; LU ; X; S) uj−→ (R′; U ′; L′R; L′U ; X ′; S ′) if U = uj; (∃/ i′j′ ∈X : j = j′); U ′=
uj+1; R′=R; L′R=LR; L
′
U =LU\{j − 1}∪ {j + 1}; X ′=X; S ′= ∗.
◦ (R;U; LR; LU ; X; S) (c; ij)−→ (R′; U ′; L′R; L′U ; X ′; S ′) if (S = init⇒ c= cin); i∈LR; j∈
LU ; (∃/ (c′; i′j′)∈X : (c′; i′j′)D(c; ij)); R′=R; U ′=U; X ′=X ∪{(c; ij)}; L′R=
LR; L′U =LU ; S
′= S.
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The states of the plant contain the following information:
• R encodes which ri event is enabled and U encodes which uj event is enabled.
• LR encodes the set of all i such that events ij′ may be permitted and LU encodes
the set of all j such that events i′j may be permitted. Together they encode exactly
which ij events are permitted at a grid-point: an event ij is permitted i0 i∈LR and
j∈Lj.
• X encodes the set of all ij events that have occurred so far.
It should be clear now how the de,nitions of the plant transitions work. Note that
X = ∅ at any grid point.
The speci,cation is constructed in almost the same way, except that the LR and
LU components encode the (c; ij) events enabled and the independence relation of the
(c; ij) events are constrained by the given colouring problem. We also keep track in a
new component S whether the last grid-point seen was (0; 0) or not. If it is, then we
only allow the cin event to occur.
It is easy to see that the unfolding of the above transition systems is as we have
described.
We can now show the following:
Claim. CP has a solution i8 there is a simulation from Uf(TSp) into Uf(TSs).
Proof. (⇒) Let col : !×!→C be a solution for CP. Now, there is a simulation
which works as follows. Map the grid-points (those points reached by using only ri
and uj events) of Uf(TSp) to the grid-points of Uf(TSs). This is easily achieved
by mapping the initial state of Uf(TSp) to the initial state of Uf(TSs) and mapping
the ri and uj events of Uf(TSp) to the ri and uj events (respectively) in Uf(TSs).
If at a grid-point, ri and uj events are enabled, then map the outgoing edge ij from
this grid-point to the (c; ij) event in the corresponding grid-point of the system, where
c is the colour assigned by col to that grid-point. Extend the function to map other
occurrences of the same event to appropriate transitions. It is now easy to see that this
de,nes a simulation.
(⇐) Let f :Uf(TSp)→Uf(TSs) be a simulation. First, it is easy to argue that the
grid-points of Uf(TSp) must get mapped to the grid-points of Uf(TSs). This follows
from the fact that f must preserve the label of events that are mapped. Now, we
can assign colours to the grid-points as follows: at any gridpoint, if ri and uj are
enabled, then the colour for that grid-point is c where f maps the outgoing edge ij
event to (c; ij). It follows easily from the construction and the fact that f preserves
the independence of events, that the colouring de,ned is a solution to CP.
Hence we have:
Theorem 6.1. The problem of uniformly determining the existence of a simulation
from the unfolding of a 2nite asynchronous transition system to another is undecid-
able.
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Next, we show that the problem of checking for an asynchronous simulation reduces
to that of checking for the existence of an asynchronous controller. Given TSp and
TSs, we construct TS′p and TS
′
s such that there exists a simulation from Uf(TSp)
into Uf(TSs) i0 there is a controller for (TS′p;TS
′
s). TS
′
p and TS
′
s will have more
behaviours than TSp and TSs. Hence Uf(TSp) and Uf(TSs) can be embedded into
Uf(TS′p) and Uf(TS
′
s). Further, it will turn out that if (TS
′
p;TS
′
s) has a controller, say
TS′c, then it would have to be the trivial controller which allows all system moves.
Hence Uf(TS′p‖TS′c) will be isomorphic to Uf(TS′p). Hence, if (TS′p;TS′s) has a
controller, it would imply that there is a simulation from Uf(TS′p) to Uf(TS
′
s), from
which we will show how to extract a simulation from Uf(TSp) to Uf(TSs). To
prove the converse, we will show how any simulation from Uf(TSp) to Uf(TSs)
easily extends to a simulation from Uf(TS′p) to Uf(TS
′
s). This will show that the
completely non-restrictive controller is a valid controller for (TS′p;TS
′
s).
Let TSp=(Qp; Ep; Tp; q
p
in ; ’p; Ip) and TSs=(Qs; Es; Ts; q
s
in ; ’s; Is). Assume, without
loss of generality, that  is disjoint from Qp;Qs; Ep and Es. Then TS′p=(Q
′
p; E
′
p; T
′
p;
qp
′
in ; ’
′
p; I
′
p) is de,ned as follows:
• Q′p=Qp ∪{X |X is a non-empty subset of }.
• E′p=Ep ∪.
• ’′p(e1)=’p(e1), if e1 ∈Ep;
’′p(a)= a, if a∈.
• qp′in = qpin.
• T ′p=Tp ∪{(q1; a; {a}) | q1 ∈Qp and a∈}
∪ {(X; a; Y ) |X; Y are non-empty subsets of  and a =∈X and
Y =X ∪{a}}.
• I ′p= Ip ∪{(a; b) | a = b and a; b∈}.
TS′s is de,ned in a similar way.
Now we can prove the following:
Lemma 6.2. There is an simulation from Uf(TSp) to Uf(TSs) i8 there is a controller
for (TS′p;TS
′
s).
Proof. (⇒) Let f :Uf(TSp)→ Uf(TSs) be a simulation. Consider TS′c =TS′p. Then
Uf(TS′p) and Uf(TS
′
p‖TS′c) are clearly isomorphic. Now it is easy to see that f
can be extended to a simulation from Uf(TS′p‖TS′c) to Uf(TS′s) by mapping all the
-events of TS′p‖TS′c to the corresponding -events of TS′s.
(⇐) Let TS′c be a controller for (TS′p;TS′s). Let g be a simulation from Uf(TS′p‖
TS′c) to Uf(TS
′
s). First, we can show that TS
′
c cannot restrict any system move of TSp.
Claim. If (qp; qc) is reachable in TS′p‖TS′c and qp e−→ q′p; then ∃q′c : qc e−→ q′c in TS′c.
The claim can be checked as follows. If qp is in Qp, then we know that some event
from (qp; qc), say e′, must be enabled in TS′p‖TS′c. Now, the corresponding event ’(e′)
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is also enabled. We can then argue that if any one -event is enabled, then all of them
must be enabled (using the nonblocking property of the controller and the fact that it
preserves independence of events). Using the properties of a controller, it follows that
all events from (qp; qc) must be enabled in the controlled plant.
It therefore follows that Uf(TS′p‖TS′c) is isomorphic to Uf(TS′p). We can also
show that g maps the Uf(TSp) fragment of Uf(TS′p‖TS′c) to the Uf(TSs) fragment
of Uf(TS′s). Hence a restriction of g will give a simulation from Uf(TSp) to Uf(TSs).
This leads to the main result of this section.
Theorem 6.3. The problem of uniformly determining if a pair of 2nite asynchronous
transition systems admits an asynchronous controller is undecidable.
From our constructions above it is easy to deduce that the problem of uniformly
determining if a pair of ,nite transition systems (TSp;TSs) admits a 2nite controller is
undecidable. This holds since in the reduction from the undecidable simulation problem
to the controller problem, our plant–speci,cation pair is such that it admits a controller
i0 it admits a ,nite controller.
Our undecidability result goes through even for the restricted class of asynchronous
transition systems that correspond to product transition systems. The main details of
the construction of product transition systems whose unfoldings will be the same as we
require, are given in Appendix A. Consequently, the undecidability extends to other
models, for example, when the plant and speci,cation are presented as labelled 1-safe
Petri nets.
Yet another restriction one can consider is the class of asynchronous transition sys-
tems where there is an underlying independence over the labels  which respects the
independence of events, i.e.:
TS=(Q; E; T; qin ; ’; I; Iˆ) where TS=(Q; E; T; qin ; ’; I) is an asynchronous transition
system and Iˆ ⊆× is irreHexive and symmetric and
∀e; e′ ∈E, e I e′⇒’(e) Iˆ ’(e′).
It is easy to see that the class of systems and speci,cations used in the undecidability
result for simulation fall within this class. Hence, checking existence of simulation for
this class is also undecidable. We can also show that checking for the existence of a
controller for this class is undecidable. The reduction is from the simulation problem
for this class and the details are given in Appendix A.
7. Concluding remarks
In this paper we have studied the controller synthesis problem in a branching time
setting. We started with a simple notion of branching time speci,cations, namely sim-
ulations, which can capture simple safety properties. We then considered bisimulation
speci,cations, which can express liveness properties as well, and are a natural exten-
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sion to simulations. In both instances we have established polynomial time decision
procedures as well as polynomial time synthesis procedures which produce polynomial
sized controllers whenever controllers exist. We have also shown the undecidability
of the problem of checking for the existence of a controller in a simple and natural
distributed setting.
Our positive results can be extended in a number of ways. To mention just a few,
one could consider plants with internal events as also controllers with internal events.
In the case of controllers with internal events one will have to deal with re,nement
maps instead of simulations and one will have to deal with weak bisimulations instead
of (strong) bisimulations. This extension of our work is yet to be done.
A natural extension of this work is to consider the problem where we can handle
speci,cations written in branching-time logics such as CTL, ∀-CTL, CTL∗, etc. It is
hard to pin down a nice logic (say as a sublogic of CTL) which will capture the notion
of simulation=bisumulation we have considered.
A challenging extension is suggested by the environment model considered by
Kupferman and Vardi in their work on module checking [16, 17]. The idea is that in
a branching time setting what one should require is: the controller should prune the
system moves in such a way that for every pruning of its moves by the environment,
the resulting computation tree should meet the speci,cation. We note however that in
the presence of simulations and bisimulations, this re,ned modelling of the environment
is immaterial. It is however very relevant when we start considering branching time
temporal logics, such as CTL, as speci,cation mechanisms. A variety of interesting
and computationally hard problems arise in this new setting and it is the subject of
current research.
Turning now to the concurrent setting, there is a natural notion of bisimulation be-
tween asynchronous transition systems called the hereditary history-preserving bisim-
ulation (see [31, 10]). It has been a long-standing open question whether the problem
of checking if there is a hereditary history-preserving bisimulation between a pair
of ,nite asynchronous transition systems is decidable. JurdziWnski and Nielsen [11]
have recently shown that this problem is undecidable. Their proof makes essential
use of the technique we develop in Section 6 to encode grids into unfoldings of
asynchronous transition systems. We conjecture that their result can be extended to
show that the controller problem for hereditary history-preserving bisimulation is also
undecidable.
Appendix A.
Here we will show how to realize the plants and speci,cations given in Section 6
as a restricted class of asynchronous transition systems – those which can be described
as synchronized products of ordinary transition systems.
A -labeled deterministic synchronized product system is a structure ({Pi}ni=1; ’)
which consists a set of deterministic transition systems (processes) Pi =(Qi; Ei; Ti; qiin).
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The Pi’s are supposed to represent concurrent processes which synchronize on common
events. ’ is a labeling function ’ :
⋃
Ei→. The asynchronous transition system which
captures the behaviours of such a system is de,ned as the following “global” system
TS = (Q; E; T; qin ; ’; I) where
• Q=Q1 × Q2 × · · · × Qn,
• E= ⋃Ei,
• qin = (q1in ; : : : ; qnin)
• (q1; : : : ; qn) e−→ (q′1; : : : q′n) i0
∀i : e∈Ei⇒ (qi e−→ q′i) is in Pi and
∀i : e ∈Ei⇒ qi = q′i ,
• e1 I e2 i0 {i | e1 ∈Ei}∩ {j | e2 ∈Ej}= ∅.
It is easy to see that the system de,ned above is indeed an asynchronous transition
system.
The construction of the plant TSp: TSp can be realised as a product of the following
processes:
• A process R=({R0; R1; R2}; {r0; r1; r2}; TR; R0) where Tr has the transitions R0 r0−→
R1
r1−→R2 r2−→R0.
• A process U =({U0; U1; U2}; {u0; u1; u2}; UR; U0) where Ur has the transitions
U0
u0−→U1 u1−→U2 u2−→U0.
• For every i; j∈{0; 1; 2} we have a process
Rij =({q1; q2; q3}; {ij; ri+1; ri−1}; T; qin) where T has the transitions:
q1
ri+1−→ q2 ri−1−→ q1 q1 ri−1−→ q1 q2 ri+1−→ q2 q1 ij−→ q3
qin = q1 if i=0 and qin = q2 if i =0.
• For every i; j∈{0; 1; 2} we have a process
Uij =({q1; q2; q3}; {ij; uj+1; uj−1}; T; qin) where T has the transitions:
q1
uj+1−→ q2 uj−1−→ q1 q1 uj−1−→ q1 q2 uj+1−→ q2 q1 ij−→ q3
qin = q1 if j=0 and qin = q2 if j =0.
• For every i; j; i′; j′ ∈{0; 1; 2} such that ij and i′j′ are distinct events and it is
not the case that ij I i′j′ (as de,ned in the construction), we have a process
({q1; q2; q3}; {ij; i′j′}; T; q1) where T has the transitions: q1 ij−→ q2 and q1 i
′j′−→ q3.
The construction of the speci2cation TSs: TSs can be realised as a product of the
following processes:
• The same processes R and U as in the de,nition of TSp
• For every (c; ij)-event in TSs, we have a process
R(c; ij) = ({q1; q2; q3}; {(c; ij); ri+1; ri−1}; T; qin) where T has the transitions:
q1
ri+1−→ q2 ri−1−→ q1 q1 ri−1−→ q1 q2 ri+1−→ q2 q1 (c; ij)−→ q3
qin =
{
q1 if (i = 0 and c = cin);
q2 if (i = 0 or c = cin):
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For every (c; ij)-event in TSs, we have a process
U(c; ij) = ({q1; q2; q3}; {(c; ij); uj+1; uj−1}; T; qin) where T has the transitions:
q1
uj+1−→ q2 uj−1−→ q1 q1 uj−1−→ q1 q2 uj+1−→ q2 q1 (c; ij)−→ q3
qin =
{
q1 if (j = 0 and c = cin);
q2 if (j = 0 or c = cin):
• For every pair of distinct events (c; ij) and (c′; i′j′) in TSs such that it is not
the case that (c; ij) I (c′; i′j′) (as de,ned in the construction), we have a process
({q1; q2; q3}; {(c; ij); (c′; i′j′)}; T; q1) where T has the transitions:
q1
(c; ij)−→ q2 and q1(c
′ ; i′j′)−→ q3
It is tedious but routine to verify that the product systems given above do generate
the asynchronous transition system we need.
A.1. Undecidability of controller synthesis for a restricted class
Here we consider asynchronous transition systems of the form TS=(Q; E; T; qin ;
’; I; Iˆ) where TS=(Q; E; T; qin ; ’) is an asynchronous transition system and Iˆ ⊆×
is an irreHexive symmetric independence relation over  which satis,es the following
property:
∀e1; e2 ∈E, e1 I e2⇒’(e1)Iˆ’(e2).
We have already observed that the problem of deciding the existence of a simulation
between the unfoldings of two such ,nite asynchronous transition systems is undecid-
able. Here, we will show that the controller synthesis problem is also undecidable for
this class by reducing the simulation-checking problem to this problem.
Let TSp=(Qp; Ep; Tp; q
p
in ; ’p; Ip; Iˆp) and TSs=(Qs; Es; Ts; q
s
in ; ’s; Is; Iˆ s) be two such
systems. We will construct TS′p and TS
′
s such that there is a simulation from Uf(TSp)
to Uf(TSs) i0 there is a controller for (TS′p;TS
′
s ).
We will ,rst expand our alphabet. TS′p and TS
′
s will be 
′-labelled transition systems
where ′=∪1, where 1 = {a′ | a∈}. Thus, for every action a in  we have
introduced a new action a′.
Assume, without loss of generality, that ′ as well as 2
′
are disjoint from Qp, Qs,
Ep and Es. Then de,ne TS′p=(Q
′
p; E
′
p; T
′
p; q
p′
in ; ’
′
p; I
′
p; Iˆ
′
p) as follows:
• Q′p=Qp ∪{qa; qa′ ; qa; a′ | a∈}∪ {X |X is a nonempty subset of 1}.
• E′p=Ep ∪′ ∪{a˜′ | a∈}.
• ’′p(e)=

’p(e) if e∈Ep;
a if e= a∈′;
a′ if e= a˜′:
• qp′in = qpin.
• T ′p =Tp
∪{(q1; a; qa); (q1; a˜′; qa′); (qa; a˜′; qa; a′); (qa′ ; a; qa; a′) | q1 ∈Qp; a∈}
∪ {(q1; a′; {a′}) | q1 ∈Qp and a∈}
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∪{(X; a′; Y ) |X; Y are non-empty subsets of 1 and a′ ∈X and
Y =X ∪{a′}}
• I ′p= Ip ∪{(a; a˜′) | a∈}
{(a′; b′) | a = b and a; b∈}.
• Iˆ ′p= Iˆp ∪{(a; a′) | a∈}∪ {(a′; b′) | a = b and a; b∈}.
TS′s is de,ned in a similar way. Note that the construction preserves the property
required to stay within this class.
Again, using the basic properties of asynchronous controllers, we can prove that any
controller for (TS′p;TS
′
s ) must be the trivial one which allows all system moves at all
times. We can use arguments similar to those in the proof of Theorem 6.3 to show that
there is a simulation from Uf(TSp) to Uf(TSs) i0 there is a controller for (TS′p;TS
′
s ).
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